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SUMMARY

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground effect has been conducted in

the University of Kansas wind tunnel using delta wings of 60 ° , 70° , 75° sweep; the

XB-70 wing; and the F-104A wing. Both static and dynamic tests were made. Test

data have been compared to other test data, including dynamic flight test data of

the XB-70 and F-IO4A. Limited flow visualization tests have been conducted. A

significant dynamic effect was found for highly swept delta wings.

INTRODUCTION

Beginning with Fredrick W. Lanchester in 1907, the circulation theory of wing

lift and the effect of wing vortices have been under study and development. The ef-

fect on the lift of a finite wing in close proximity to the ground was first studied

by Weiselsberger (1922) and Tani (1937). Choliasmenos (1962) investigated the

ground effect on the lift of a wing with and without boundary layer control. Aber-

crombie (1967) also investigated the ground effect on wings with high circulation.

Both Abercrombie and Choliasmenos used rectangular wings of medium aspect ratio in

their studies. Both studies concluded that the interference of the ground on wing

lift was a function of the circulation of the wing when it was out of ground effect.

For lift coefficients under about 2, the ground effect was favorable and above 2,

unfavorable. Although Abercrombie's theory accounts for high angles of attack, it,

also, is not applicable to low-aspect-ratio and highly swept wings with sharp lead-

ing edges. Fox's (1969) theory provided a good prediction of lift and drag of sharp

edged planar wings near the ground in comparison with static wind tunnel data. The

work of Kemp (1966), Katz (1984) and Rolls (1966) show that the current theoretical

methods, static wind tunnel tests and fly-by flight tests are in reasonable agree-

ment.

Although for high-swept low-aspect ratio wings, theoretical predictions, static

wind tunnel data and fly-by flight test data are in reasonable agreement, these data

do not agree with flight test landing data. Schweikhard (1967) and Baker (1970) ob-

tained landing data with the aircraft making an approach at constant angle of attack

and constant power setting. Five aircraft were tested: F5D-I, F5D-I with a modi-

fied ogee wing, XB-70-1, XB-70-2 and F-104A. As the landing approaches were made,

significant changes were found in lift, drag and pitching moment. The magnitude of

these changes did not agree with theoretical and wind tunnel predictions, indicating

a dynamic effect not included in the previous methods.

This paper reports on the development of a method to simulate the dynamic land-

ing condition in the wind tunnel. It compares the dynamic wind tunnel data with
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static wind tunnel data in ground effect and the flight test data of Baker (1970).

Limited flow visualization tests were conducted to provide preliminary study of the

phenomena involved in dynamic ground effect.

SYMBOLS

AR

b

D

CD = q-_

CD
OO

%CD

L

CL qS

CL 0

CL

%CL

CM

P

CM = qS_

CO

D

H

wing model aspect ratio, b2/S-

wing model span, centimeters (inches)

width of sting cross section, centimeters (inches)

coefficient of drag in ground effect

coefficient of drag out of ground effect

increase in drag coefficient, CD - CDpercent
x I00

CD

coefficient of lift in ground effect

coefficient of lift at zero angle of attack

coefficient of lift out of ground effect

percent increase in lift coefficient, CL - CL
x I00

CL

coefficient of pitching moment about reference point in ground effect

coefficient of pitching moment about reference point out of ground

effect

wing model root chord, centimeters (inches)

wing model mean geometric chord, centimeters, (inches)

drag, Newton's (ibs)

ground height, the height of the quarter chord point of the mean aero-

dynamic chord above the ground, centimeters (inches)

height of sting cross section, centimeters (inches)
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L

l

P

q

S

Y

sink rate, meters/see (ft/sec)

lift, Newton's (ibs)

distance of the sting locations, i = 1, 2 ..... 5; centimeters (inches)

pitching moment, meter Newton's (ft ibs)

dynamic pressure, Newton's/m 2 (ib/ft 2)

Reynolds number based on mean aerodynamic chord

wing area, centimeters 2 (inches 2)

horizontal distance from centerline of wing model, centimeters (inches)

angle of attack, degrees

leading edge sweep angle, degrees

MODELS, APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Five model wings were tested: 60, 70 and 75 degree delta wings_ Figure I;

F-104A wing, Figure 2; and XB-70 wing, Figure 3 (Chang, 1985). The models were

mounted to a sting support, Figure 4, through a bracket which determined the angle

of attack for the test. The sting support strut was mounted vertically in the win8

tunnel in two linear bearings, Figure 5. The sting was free to move vertically

between limiting stops. The sting and wing were statically co,nterbalanced by an

external mass. By moving the mass downward, the wing moved upward in the tunnel

toward a ground board. The wing was allowed to pass through a spring loaded door

in the ground board at a steady sinking rate. The final travel of the sting was

cushioned as the wing began to open the spring-loaded door.

Both static and dynamic tests were conducted on the five model wings. A test

Reynold's number of 7x105 was maintained by adjusting wind tunnel speed. Static

tests were conducted at angles of attack of 4, 8, i0, 15, 20, 24, 28, 30, 32, and

34 degrees at heights above the ground plane of 38.1, 15.2, 10.2, 7.6, 5.1, 3.8.

2.5 and 1.9 centimeters (15, 6, 4, 3, 2, 1.5, I and .75 inches). The 38.1 centi-

meter (15 inch) position was approximately out of ground effect.

Dynamic tests were made at angles of attack of 10, 15, 20, 24 and 28 degrees

at three sink speeds: .609, 1.219, 1.828 m/sec (2, 4, and 6 ft/sec). The F-104A

and XB-70 wings were also tested at 4 and 8 degrees in order to compare with avail-

able flight data.

During the dynamic tests the data from the sting (three strain gaged bridge

circuits for lift, drag, and pitch, and a linear potentiometer for height) were re-

corded on a visicorder. An analog-digital acquisition system with a Hewlett Packard

9826 microcomputer was used to record all other data. The visicorder data were
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digitized for making calculations of lift, drag, pitching momentand height. Flow
visualization tests were madewith neutrally buoyant helium bubbles and tufted wire
grid, Figures 6 and 7.

RESULTS

The three delta wings (60, 70 and 75 degrees) had been previously tested by
Wentz (1968). Figure 8 is a comparison of the llft coefficient data for the two
tests of 70 degree delta wing. It will be noted that there is a marked dif-
ference in the angle of attack of stall. Figure 9 from Erickson (1982) shows
that the vortex breakdownangle of attack of the Wentz tests was the largest of
those reported. The current test value falls almost in the middle of the data.
This illustrates the influence of small changes initial conditions: (I) the apex
of the model as used in the current tests was slightly blunted and (2) the mounting
was different. The test model as used by Wentz (1968) was mounted in the tunnel
using a single pivot support just forward of the trailing edge and a pitch rod near
the apex of the model. The supports were underneath the model wing and retarded
the center portion of the flow from underneath the wing. This appears to have had
somestabilizing effect on the small vortex system. The slightly blunted apex and
the presence of the sting mount appears to have provided less of a stabilizing in-
fluence.

Figures I0, 11 and 12 present the percentage change in lift, drag and pitching
momentwith height above the ground board for the 70 degree delta wing at an angle
of attack of 22.1 degrees. As the minimumground height was approached, the static
tests yielded almost 100%increase in lift, 55%increase in drag and 100%increase
in pitching moment(negative) over the dynamic test values.

Lift data for the F-104A are given in Figures 13 and 14. In Figure 13 the
static wind tunnel data, dynamic wind tunnel data and flight test data show the
sametrend with change in angle of attack at a given height. The data are nearly
of the samemagnitude. The increase in lift in ground effect over lift out of
ground effect decreases rapidly with increasing angle of attack. A comparison of
the F-IO4A data at a constant angle of attack and changing ground height shows
close agreement between the three sets of test data and Lan's (1985) Quasi-Vortex-
Lattice Method.

Lift data for the XB-70 are presented in Figures 15, 16 and 17. The dynamic
wind tunnel data, Figure 15, shows close agreementwith the flight test data at an
angle of attack of 9.3 degrees. Below a height of one half wing span above the
ground the static wind tunnel data shows a rapid increase in lift over the dynamic
data. At an H/b of .2 and .4 and flight test data and the dynamic wind tunnel data
showmuchbetter agreement than either do with the static wind tunnel test data.

Figure 18 summarizesthe ground effect data for the five wings tested at an
angle of attack of 12.1 degrees and on H/b of .3 and .4. It can readily be seen
that the dynamic effects play an increasing role on lift as sweepbackis increased
and aspect ratio is decreased. The F-IO4A data displays only a small variation due
to the dynamic conditions. The XB-70wing, 70 degree delta and the 75 degree delta
wings show a large difference between the static and dynamic data.
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A tufted wire grid, Figures 7 and 17, behind the 70 degree delta wing was ob-
served during static and dynamic tests by use of a video camera. The locations of
the vortex core centers during the tests were determined and plotted as shownin
Figures 20 and 21. The dynamic tests were madeat a fixed wing angle of attack of
20 degrees. Twosink rates were used to provide induced delta angles of attack of
2 and 4 degrees. The resulting angles of attack of 22 and 24 degrees were then com-
pared with the corresponding static tests. Both comparisons show that the vortices
have movedinboard during the dynamic testing relative to the static test positions.
The change in vertical position could not be accurately determined.

DISCUSSION

As shownby the results, vortex behavior affects the lift, drag and pitching
momentof the wing. The limited tufted wire grid tests demonstrated that vortex
lag occurred during the dynamic tests. During these limited vis_Jal tests, vortex
breakdowndid not occur in the proximity of the wing.

Vortex behavior in free air is influenced by a number of items. Wentz (1968)
demonstrated the effect of roughness on breakdown and in Schlieren photographs,
Figure 22, showed the characteristics of the vortices at breakdown. A free air
vortex was sustained by a strong axial core pressure differential by Muirhead (1971,
1977). Also demonstrated were the unsteady nature of the free vortex and it's sus-
ceptibility to small external pressure differentials perpendicular to the vortex
axis. Erickson (1982), Figure 23, illustrated the effect of flaps on vortex be-
havior. The current reported tests demonstrated that (I) there is a lag in the
movementof the wing vortices as the wing moves in ground effect, (2) the forces
on the wing during the landing are not those of a wing operating at that angle of
attack in steady flight at that height and (3) a change in wind tunnel mounting
methods influence vortex behavior. Thus, any change in nearby geometry will cause
a change in the behavior of wing vortices. Highly swept low aspect ratio wings ap-
pear to be most susceptible to these factors.

A computational simulation model for landing conditions must account for the
following (assuming that vortex breakdownmay also occur in the vicinity of the
trailing edge under unsteady high angle of attack conditions):

I) axial core pressure gradient and pressure,
2) circulation,
3) axial external pressure gradient and pressure,
4) pressure gradients transverse to the axis of the vortex.

Further experimental investigations are needed to determine the strength and posi-
tion of the vortices under various conditions.

A comparison of the limited flight test data on the XB-70, static wind tunnel
data and dynamic wind tunnel data indicates that the method of dynamic testing de-
veloped provides more realistic data in the landing phase than the static wind
tunnel data in ground effect. However, the effect of flaps, fuselage and canard
were not accounted for in these tests.
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CONCLUSIONS

The dynamic wind tunnel simulation which was developed provided a method to
simulate the landing condition more realistically than by either static wind tunnel
testing in ground effect or constant altitude fly-by testing. The wind-tunnel wing
mounting had a distinct effect on the development of vortex breakdown at high angles
of attack for the highly swept delta wings.

A significant dynamic effect was found for highly swept delta wings. The wing
vortices exhibited a lag during the dynamic tests.
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Figure 1. Model Geometry, Delta Wings
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Figure 2. Model Geometry, F-IO4A Wing
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Figure 3. Model Geometry, XB-70 Wing
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